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Contec are a family run business in Cornwall specialising in sourcing, supplying and           

installing a wide range of natural stone products .  Working with award winning Architects 

and Landscape Designers across Devon & Cornwall, delivering to some of the most          

innovative and exciting build projects throughout the South West and beyond.   

Our exclusive relationships with our quarries enables us to ensure all of our products are 

sourced to the highest ethical standards.  All our natural stone is quarried and dressed by 

skilled craftsmen, using time honoured techniques designed to retain all the beauty and 

inherent strength of the stone.  





St Teath 

Residential 



 south west limited 



It was our pleasure 

to work with the  

Award-Winning  

Architect Gavin 

Woodford and his 

team on this       

secluded project 

located on the 

wild Cornish north 

coast.   

Set within a beautiful   

private valley leading to 

amazing and            

spectacular sea views 

from its high location 

with rolling grassland  

falling into steep cliffs.  

The original property, a 

former farmhouse, was 

the inspiration for the 

new design including the 

simple profiles and       

elevations. 

 



It was fundamental 

to the integrity of the 

design that the   

original farmhouse 

blended seamlessly 

with the new          

extension and the 

use of multiple     

natural elements 

would ensure the 

build in its entirety 

bedded into the  

natural environment. 





The internal floor has a unique feature of Granite Setts 

in a herringbone pattern which has successfully      

complimented the Architect’s eye for unique internal               

detail. 

Matching 

worktops in a 

matt Granite 

finish have 

contributed 

to this         

bespoke 

amazing 

kitchen. 







Carbis Bay Hotel 

C Bay Spa 
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Host of the G7 Summit 

2021, the world renowned 

Carbis Bay Hotel is          

located on the stunning 

privately-owned 25-acre 

Blue Flag and Seaside 

Awarded beach.  



Drawing inspiration from 

the Cornish coast and 

blending seamlessly into 

the environment utilising 

our Coastal Range of 

Basalt paving and  

Granite setts and     

edging.   

The newly enhanced and 

award-winning Carbis Bay 

Spa offers sensational 

panoramic views from the 

heated swimming pool 

and sauna cabins.   



The spa has since been crowned 

the winner of Best Spa Hotel and 

also Best Coastal Hotel in the 

prestigious, Luxury Lifestyle      

Magazine Readers’ Travel Awards 

2021. 

 









The Pig 

Harlyn Bay 
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One of Cornwall’s 

most historic houses 

dating back to the 

15th century, The 

Pig at Harlyn Bay is 

a stunning example 

of a Cornish       

Boutique hotel. 

 

During the            

extension of this 

Grade II listed   

building it was     

imperative that the 

new areas blended 

with the 15th     

Century house.    

Utilising slate      

walling, each stone 

was specially       

selected to match 

and blend with the 

original stonework.  

 

Overlooking Harlyn 

Bay near Padstow, 

the house has been 

totally transformed 

into the boutique 

hotel it is today, 

‘The Pig’.  



Multiple teams of stonemasons clad the 

traditional style stone house, providing    

exceptional quality for a high end,        

boutique appearance.  Chosen for its 

strength, this Rustic Walling Stone has      

excellent ethical and environmental      

credentials as it is a recycled product.  

The indigenous features of this product has 

retained the heritage of a beautifully 

weathered, aged building in Cornwall.  





 







Featherbeds 

Residential 



 south west limited 



For the Featherbeds project, we worked  along side our close partners ARCO2 who        

specialise in sustainable and self-sufficient buildings.  

Featherbeds makes use of its rather unusual situation in a narrow valley with running water 

surrounded by beautiful Cornish woodland and a private lake. The main external skin is a 

lovely mix of stone from a variety of Cornish quarries which flows throughout the home.    

reflecting inside and out perfectly.    



 

The grounds were all 

specifically landscaped 

to flow from the house 

using local stones and 

slate to blend the inside 

and out in this wonderful 

home.  



Utilising a mixture of 

Black Opet tumbled 

limestone on the floors 

throughout the majority 

of the home with local 

stone walling to           

cohesively bring the    

design to life. 



Comfort Galarno and 

Tumbled Bergamo in the 

open plan living, kitchen, 

dining and sunken TV     

area.  These lovely spaces 

flow out into a Millboard 

deck and Coastal Ash 

Black Granite patio. 

 



Working with the Client and Design 

team we created and implemented 

the Natural Puddling Clay to             

waterproof the organic swimming pool.  





Wayside 

Residential 
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Wayside is a brilliant example of the outstanding architectural ability from the team at 

ARCO2 Architecture Limited. 

This sustainable home located in Mawgan Porth employs a combination of eco-friendly 

building materials and architectural features. 

 

ARCO2 were been shortlisted for 2022 Build It Awards for Best Architect or Designer for a  

Self-Build Project for Wayside.  







Polruan 

Residential 
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Involving the demolition 

of an old bungalow, but 

set in amazing gardens on 

the headland which were 

formerly open to the    

public. The new home in 

its circular design theme 

by Atelier 3 Limited allows 

stunning views in all       

directions from its      

headland location.  



The inspired use of Natural Celtic Tumbled Slate Walling to match the local stone has given 

this home a natural yet contemporary appearance. Complimenting this stone, the          

architect has used our slate flooring, paving and copings to enhance this theme ensuring 

the final result is absolutely stunning.  







Noordhoek 

Residential 
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Noordhoek is a       

luxurious eco-friendly 

retreat which boasts 

incredible               

architecture and 

views over 

Porthcothan beach.  

Designed to the 

highest of eco      

credentials, every 

detail has been    

considered both    

internally and         

externally. 

 



Internally, the use 

of Tumbled Celtic 

Walling            

compliments the 

bold industrial 

edge throughout.  







North Cornwall Coast 

Residential 



 south west limited 



A beautifully presented eco-friendly 

house with stunning views overlooking 

the Cornish coastline. 

 

Gynn Construction have expertly 

landscaped the gardens to create a 

unique home with plenty of character 

and space.  
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